PROUD PUPPY HUNT
Rules
Take photographic (or video when required) proof of the following hunt items and post them in
the PROUD Facebook group with appropriate caption or send them to club leader Kim
Winnington if you are not a member of Facebook.
Before being eligible to receive a puppy, you MUST complete the first 7 items in bold and earn
at least a total of 300 points.
Points listed are only the MINIMUM possible points awarded. Additional points can be awarded
for creativity, effort, by adding more dogs or people than required, etc.
Photos may only count for one hunt item at a time. Example: a photo of the entire current
executive board (18) with all of the current puppies (19) may only earn points for one of those
items. .
Several hunt items such as Canine Body Language (30) will require you to speak with a current
executive board member in order to understand what should be shown in the photo and why.
Points will be subtracted if a photo contains a dog or individual behaving inappropriately and the
photo will be removed
All items on the list can be obtained and performed legally. Do not break the law or the rules set
forth by TSE, PROUD, or the University of Delaware. We are not responsible if you do.
Play nice. Do not do anything offense, that physical harms or causes embarrassment to another
person, or that demeans another based on race, gender, ability, sexual orientation, religion, or
age.
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A copy of the PROUD Puppy Hunt (1 point)
You handling a puppy during training circle (1 point)
Completed certification quiz with at least a score of 70 (1 point)
Obtaining 50 Puppy Hours (1 point per occasion, caption must state total number of hours)
Housing approval from Jim Tweedy or landlord (1 point)
Parental permission (1 point)
Completed Application (1 point)
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Raiser demonstrating good object exposure (2 points per item)
Puppy Play Date (2 points)
Puppy in the proper position riding on a bus (2 points)
Puppy in the proper position riding in the car (2 points)
Puppy in the proper position in a classroom (2 points)
Puppy in the proper position while being greeted (2 points)
Puppy exposure (2 points per location/event)
A puppy kit with all the proper items (5 points)
Puppy at a sporting event (5 points)
Puppy at the movies (5 points)
All current PROUD Executive Board members (6 points)
All current PROUD puppies (10 points)
Puppy with YoUDee or Baby Blue (20 points)
Puppy showing it’s UD spirit (5 points)
Puppy keeping cool (2 points)
Puppy with someone in uniform (2 points)
Puppy with something that begins with the first letter of your name (2 points)
Make a music video lip-syncing a popular song including at least 2 locations, 3 club member
members and 2 dogs. (50 points, 10 points for each additional dog, 5 additional points for each
additional club member or location)
Raising/Donating to Pennies for Puppies (1 point for each dollar raised/donated)
Attend a Pennies for Puppies Event (2 points)
Campus walk with a current puppy raiser (5 points)
Puppy Personalities (5 points)
Canine Body Language (5 points)
Puppy Etiquette (5 points)
Puppy Identification (5 points)
Puppy Proofing (5 points)
Puppy First Aid Kit (5 points)
What to Do in an Emergency (10 points)
Toxic to puppies (1 points per item show/ listed)
Puppy ignoring a distraction (10 points per distraction)
Sleeping puppy (2 points)
Puppy Health Care (2 points for each task submitted)
Proper leash handling with training collar (5 points)
Puppy playing with/chewing appropriate toys/bones (2 points)
Sunset with a puppy (2 points)
Double trouble – same breed, not related (5 points per dog)
All in the family – related dogs (5 points per dog)
Evolution of puppy – same breed, different ages (5 points per dog)
Diversity - all common breeds used by The Seeing Eye represented (5 points per dog)
Twins - a person who looks like one of our dogs (5 points)
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Origami model representing at least one of our puppy (5 points)
You wearing a club or Seeing Eye shirt. (2 points)
Get a menu special named after P.R.O.U.D. or one of our dogs featured at a Newark restaurant. (50
points, 50 extra points if part of the sales are donated to TSE)
Silly puppy – make us laugh! (2 points)
With a puppy at a UD landmark (2 points)
You and a puppy ready for bed (2 points)
Build a Buddy snowman (20 points)
Make a sign telling people about TSE, PROUD, Pennies for Puppies and why they should donate (20
points)
Written random fact about one of our puppies, that’s not listed on our website, and puppy it’s
about. (2 points per dog)
Recreate a famous photo, painting or artwork using at least 1 puppy (20 points, 10 points for each
additional puppy)
The word PROUD on a sign (10 points, 5 additional points if a puppy is in the picture)
Appropriately representing every letter of the alphabet including at least 1 puppy (50 points)
Design the front and back of a t-shirt for our club (20 points)
Join the Pennies for Puppies committee and plan an event (20 points)
Sport a FAKE tattoo somehow showing your support to PROUD (10 points)
Club themed appropriate sculpture out of sand (50 points)
Do something nice for another club member (10 points)
Puppy and you going down a spiral slide. (2 points)
You and at least one other club member and at least 1 dog in the dark with flashlights under your
faces (5 points)
You with a puppy wearing your clothes inside out (2 points)
You and a puppy under the bed (2 points)
Doing YMCA in front of a YMCA with at least one puppy assisting with a letter (10 points)
Several puppies with handlers crossing the street duckling style. (10 points)
At least 3 club members and 1 puppy dressed up like Disney characters (10 points)
You and a puppy in a fun house mirror (10 points)
You with a puppy eating doughnuts with a cop (10 points)
At least 10 strangers making a German shepherd with their left hand and at least 1 German
shepherd puppy in the picture (10 points)
Human pileup of at least 3 people with a puppy on top. (10 points)
A natural blonde with a golden or yellow lab. (10 points)
Pulling a puppy under 4 months in a wagon. (10 points)
At least one person and one dog BOTH balancing a dog treat on their nose (10 points)
You with a puppy waiting in line (5 points)
Puppy kisses and/or hugs (5 points)

